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OPTIMIZED PLANNING
INDUSTRY PROCESS EXPERIENCE
Analysis and Verification of Dynamic Construction Sequences

DRAMATICALLY
IMPROVE
CONSTRUCTION
EFFICIENCY AND
REDUCE RISKS

The Optimized Planning Industry Process Experience powered by the Dassault
Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE® platform helps construction project managers and
virtual design construction managers dramatically reduce the risks and costs
associated with the most critical components of complex projects by offering an
unmatched planning solution.

When every moment wasted on a project site can lead to major
increased costs — and potentially cost future clients even more
— it is critical to ensure that you are putting every moment on
the job to good use. By simulating critical project activities
before arriving onsite, the Optimized Planning helps users to:
• Minimize costs by accurately predicting workforce
requirements and onsite time needed for using costly
material handling equipment, especially in congested areas
• Dramatically reduce rework and delays through rapid
recalculations using real-time data in the event of unforeseen
activities

With Optimized Planning Industry Process Experience, you
can
• Improve communication between all stakeholders based on
the 3DEXPERIENCE platform collaborative environments
• Minimize schedule delays by validating all critical and
complex construction tasks in a 4D environment
• Reduce project execution risk by simulating sequences to
find the most productive and effective construction phase
• Win more bids with best practices captured from prior
projects

• Improve worker health and safety by identifying risks early
in the design and planning process

• Speed training for new workers

• Optimize efficiency of the construction project by evaluating
the best resource allocation, logistics, construction sequence,
and other factors

• Maintain project momentum through comprehensive
oversight

• Simplify communication by planning, visualizing, and
working from data contained within one aggregated model

Optimized Planning Industry Process Experience
for Optimized Construction
The Optimized Planning Industry Process Experience provides
a sophisticated collaborative environment where your most
complex projects can be accurately scheduled, providing
increased value to your clients by dramatically reducing costs
and delays. Whether for a high-rise tower or new bridge
construction, companies can use 4D planning, simulation, and
schedule validation to keep projects moving forward, on time
and on budget. In addition, simulations of worker tasks early
in the planning process can reduce the risk of health and
safety incidents by identifying potential work-related injuries,
and construction simulations can evaluate material suitability
for the major project elements.

• Ensure worker safety by minimizing the risk of injuries

KEY FEATURES
• Plan scheduled activities in a 4D environment by linking
the schedule to 3D models for validation based on the
3DEXPERIENCE platform
• Optimize activity sequencing for design, materials,
construction methods, site conditions
• Simulate suitability of systems and materials for major
project elements (foundations, structural system, exterior
skin, interiors, etc.) and construction methods, including
clash and clearance
• Define kinematics and simulate critical operations for
cranes and material handling devices or human tasks for
improved health and safety outcomes

The 3DEXPERIENCE platform keeps all stakeholders involved via
collaborative environments.

Comprehensive 4D simulations identify conflicts early in design
and planning.

You can examine multiple options to define the best construction
sequence.

The work breakdown structure makes deliverables manageable.

Worker health and safety simulations minimize risks from injury.

Learn More about Optimized Planning Industry Process Experience at www.3ds.com/optimizedplanning
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Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries,
and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

